
C. Unit of Life/Unit Soul

AD: You Become Wisdom

Anthony Damiani: Unit of Life 1:25 has burning 
Focus

All our experience is a transmutation

26.4.257: unit of life
The uniqueness of each person, their difference 
from every other person, may be metaphysically 
explained as due to the effort of Infinite Mind to 
express itself infinitely within the finite limitation 
of time and space, form and 
appearance.  25.1.157
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http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Unit-of-Life-2.mp4


AD: paradoxical and Uroboric 

Isn't it paradoxical and almost uroboric when we 

conceive of this? On the one hand, the Nous is 

within the soul and we are speaking of the soul 

as this transcendent being. On the other hand, 

this transcendent being has to emanate a part of 

itself, get involved in the World-Idea, penetrate 

into the depths of the World-Idea, so that it can 

develop prajna consciousness, penetrate into 

the void intelligence of the Nous, and come to a 

self-recognition within itself. . . .  3/9/84
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MEAN-ING: Psychological transformative

A mandala represents philosophical and 

deific principles and their dynamic interplay 

by spatial and sequential arrangements.

If you make your mind into the form of deity, 

then the deity will be present.
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AD: Astrology Meaning.  AD: 360 Gods
ANTHONY ON 360 Gods audio/text 2 minutes

AD: 360 and I thought

Anthony Damiani you say I

AD EXCERPTS ON SYMBOL and MANDALA from AD 

Supp.pdf USE THE excerpt from 1/6/84 AT END

Anthony: The Way I Understand Astrology... Audio/Text  

1 min

>astrology presentation oct 12 2020  36-57 
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http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/360-gods.mp4
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/360-AND-I-THOUGHT-1983-0914-rev.mp4
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Anthony-Damiani-you-say-I.mp4
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-SYMBOL-and-MANDALA-from-AD-Supp-rev2.pdf
http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/AD-EXCERPTS-ON-SYMBOL-and-MANDALA-from-AD-Supp-rev2.pdf
http://lookingintomind.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/AD-ON-ASTROLOGY-musicless-Small-1.mov


A look at the horoscope would reveal 360o -- Ideas in 
the Nous; and in their totality can be conceived as a 
single entity or monad. These Ideas which are beyond--
and the reference is not spatial--are associated with 
certain portions of the stars and referred to as the 
zodiac: Universal force fields or substances that have a 
boundless and radiant wisdom that a sensitive 
reverence recognizes as a source AD SUPP 175

The object of knowledge for the soul incarnating 
here…

See slide 105 1/6/84
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AD: A/T

#if he really penetrates into the meaning of 

the events and circumstances that are going 

on in his life, he is getting at the 

quintessence of the meaning of his life to 

him. And I thought that this was really the 

fundamental purpose of astrology, that this is 

what astrology should help a person to 

understand. Never mind if he is going to meet his beloved, or if 

he is going to make money on the stock-market. That's all a waste of 

time.
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From the point of view of the ancient, philosophically 
oriented cosmologist, the astrological mandala is a  rare 
instance of the intellectual imagination--a symbolic 
reflex portraying how the Gods or Principles are 
involved in the fabrication of the vehicles that the 
individual Soul employs for its manifestation.  The 
mandala exemplifies and embodies the knowledge of 
superior beings--seers--who are capable of  
transmitting their knowledge of how fundamental 
principles are operative in the individual and can be 
understood from his natal chart.  Anthony Damiani
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The chart makes available in its deific 
imagery a formulation by reason-
principles of a symbolic method through 
which these very reason principles are 
being manifested.  The symbolism 
reveals a topography of the subtle 
world, including those reason principles 
operative in the individual mind itself.  --
Anthony Damiani
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#... in this way astrology can be a really 

spiritually potent tool, so that the person 

could try to be aware of what significances 

are blossoming as his life. He's living these 

ideas, he is these ideas, why not try to 

consciously understand what is going on? 
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Each of us is a mandala

You as a unit of life: you as a mandala…

Seeing you as body

Seeing you as natal chart

Seeing you as vast awareness

A/T: ET: you are an emanation of God

SEE CIRCLE 150-171
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http://averysolomon.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/ET-emanation-of-God.mp4
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You  You   You 

  You 
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